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Dear Investor,

For the month of November, Desautels Capital

Management’s Global Equity Fund returned -0.83%

net of fees and expenses, bringing ful l year returns to

0.04%. Our benchmark, the MSCI World Index ($C),

returned 0.40% in November, and 8.66% year-to-date.

The fund’s underperformance YTD can be attributed

mainly to losses that material ized in the second half of

the year in four of our holdings (Molycorp, Teva, Given

Imaging and Nyrstar). We realize that when we buy

stocks, we are not going to get everything right. We

wil l have winners and we wil l have losers. When an

investment does not go according to plan, we try to

learn from our mistakes and correct them going

forward. In l ight of the recent underperformance, we

have implemented a new risk management process.

For each holding, we continuously reevaluate whether

or not the original investment thesis sti l l holds. At the

first sign of a stock’s underperformance (when the

stock declines by 1 0%), an automatic meeting is

triggered between the analyst, the risk manager, and

the equity strategist. Indeed, analysts are now facing

much more scrutiny from fellow students when pitching

a stock. We now spend as much time thinking about

what could go wrong as we do thinking about what

could go right.

Since the semester started, we have balanced our

portfol io with these thoughts in mind. We have strong

convictions in our current holdings and believe we can

deliver meaningful alpha over the long term.

Portfolio Construction

With the addition of 1 2 new student-analysts this

semester, we took a fresh look at our portfol io

construction process. The equity fund is benchmarked

against the MSCI world index, and our objective is to

outperform the benchmark over a 4 year rol l ing time

horizon. We can add value in one of two ways. First,

through better sector al location, meaning we

underweight/overweight different sectors relative to

their MSCI World Index weightings based on our

macro view for those sectors. Second, we can try to

add value through better individual stock selection

within a given sector.

In the equity fund, we believe our competitive

advantage is through the second method of better

stock selection. We believe in deep fundamental

research when conducting security selection. Recently
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we have taken the decision to increase the

concentration of our holdings, taking relatively larger

positions in securities in which we have deep

convictions. Being mindful of the benefits of

diversification, however, we do not want to become

overly concentrated. From a risk management

perspective, we are comfortable with our current

portfol io concentration.

Portfolio Changes

Einstein Noah Restaurant Group

Einstein Noah (BAGL) is a bagel specialty restaurant

operator with 783 stores across 39 states in the US. I ts

banners include Einstein Bros. Bagels, Noah’s New

York Bagels, and Manhattan Bagel Brands. For us,

Einstein Noah represents a special situation

investment. Einstein Noah is majority owned by

Greenlight Capital with a 63% interest. BAGL has a

market capital ization of $267 mil l ion. Since May,

management had been exploring strategic alternatives

to maximize shareholder value (Greenlight wants

l iquidity). On October 1 6, Management provided an

update on the strategic alternative, which hinted at a

dividend recapital ization of the company, which may

include the payment of a $9 special dividend on a

stock trading around $1 8. Following the

announcement, the stock dropped from $1 8 to $1 5

and we viewed this as an attractive entry point. We like

the company as an investment for three reasons:

1 . I l l iquidity discount. BAGL only has $94m in float

currently, and this wil l be reduced to $56m. However,

i l l iquidity affects different fund sizes differently. As a

small fund with sticky capital, we are okay with buying

a few hundred shares while being compensated for

taking on this i l l iquidity premium.

2.Operational ly, the company is transforming from a

capital intensive company-owned model to a low

capital based franchise-model. What management is

doing operational ly complements the financial

engineering on the l iabi l ity/equity side of the balance

sheet, as both strategies require a focus on higher

cash flows as a major success factor.

3.The market is overly fearful of the execution

surrounding the higher leverage of the pro forma

company. Our stress test models, however, showed

that the company would sti l l be able to generate

substantial cash flow, enough to safely service the

newly added debt. Even under the most bearish

scenarios, BAGL has limited downside risk, in our

view.

We arrived at a price target of $20 for BAGL by

performing a dividend recapital ization model in which

we assumed debt-to-EBITDA of 4.5x, interest on that

debt of 6.75%, a special dividend of $9, and an exit

multiple of 8.0x EBITDA after 6 years. We initiated a

position in BAGL at $1 5.82.

Global Equity Fund Performance Overview: as of November 30, 201 2
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Whitecap Resources

Whitecap Resources is a l ight-oi l focused development

company based in Alberta. We believe the company is

one of the strongest operators in the industry. Our

investment thesis is threefold.

1 .Lowest cost producer in the region from its strategy

of developing reserves that are geographical ly

clustered together. This strategy is attractive as the

company is able to hire employees locally without

subsistence pay. This gives them a cash netback of

$45/boe.

2.High growth in reserves on a per share basis –

Reserve replacement ratio had grown by 450% and

average reserve life increased to more than 1 4%.

3.Able and capable management – CEO Grant

Fagerheim achieved high exit multiples for al l three

previous companies where he had been CEO. He is

also the fifth largest shareholder of WCP.

Recently, Whitecap announced a quarterly dividend

policy of $0.60. We like this policy as it demonstrates

that management is actively delivering cash flows back

to shareholders, but also because it wil l al low for

stable, sustainable growth for the future. We also

support the dividend policy as we believe it wil l al low

Whitecap to gain access to new investor base such as

dividend income investors. DCM purchased Whitecap

at $8.36.

Home Capital Group

Home Capital Group is a leading Canadian mortgage

lender to the alt-A segment. We like Home Capital for

three reasons:

1 .Qualifying prime borrowers are now shifted down to

Alt-A post the Flaherty rule. Big banks have tightened

policies and scaled back loans to the self-employed.

For Home Capital this means more volume (projected

8 % - 9% growth in 201 3) with higher credit qual ity.

Home Capital is best poised to capture the growth in

the alt-A market.

2.Over-pessimism surrounding the overheating of the

Canadian housing market. First, we note that the

overheating is predominantly in the condominium

sector in large metropolitan cities. However,

condominiums are less than 3% of Home Capital ’s

loan portfol io. In addition, the average LTV on Home

Capital ’s loan portfol io is 69.6%. This gives us

confidence that Home Capital is protected from a

significant decrease in Canadian housing prices.

3.Home Capital ’s due dil igence in underwriting detai ls,

room by room walk through, independent appraisals

and ongoing risk monitoring. This al lows Home Capital

to have low underperforming loans and low arrears.

Their borrowers are not as risky as the market

perceives them to be.

While Canadian banks trade at 1 0.6x 201 2 earnings,

Home Capital trades at 8.22x 201 2 earnings. Using a

dividend discount model approach, with 50% dividend

payout ratio, an 1 1 % discount rate and 3% terminal

growth, we arrive at a $64.35 price target. Even if the

multiple does not expand, the EPS is growing at a 1 5%

CAGR for the next 3 years, which is a rosier outlook

than for other financials in the Canadian market. We

bought Home Capital at $52.77.

Given Imaging

Given Imaging is a company based in Israel that

develops, manufactures and markets diagnostic

products for visual ization of the gastrointestinal tract.

I ts flagship product, the Pil lCam, is a pil l-sized capsule

that is the recognized leader in capsule endoscopy.

This represents a non-invasive way to monitor and

diagnose GI tract disorders. We bought the stock in

March at an average price of $1 8.75. Our original

thesis was that first, the Pil lcam product reduces costs

within the healthcare system as an outpatient

procedure through higher diagnostic yield and earl ier

diagnosis of a number of disorders. This represents a

significant growth opportunity in the coming years as

insurers look for ways to cut costs. Second, wider

acceptance of the Pil lCam in the diagnosis for Crohn’s

disease and obscure bleeding wil l also offer additional

growth opportunity. And third, adoptance by the EMEA

markets is l ikely as Given is expected to receive

regulatory approval in late 201 2. During the summer,

there are a few headlines that prompted us to sell the
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stock. In July, Given announced that it wil l not submit

the Pil lCam COLON 2 to the FDA for screening

approval. The US market comprises an integral portion

of Given’s revenue and without the approval of key

products, growth wil l not be realized. Q1 FY 201 2

results also contained a few signs of weakness in

growth as Pil lCam sales decreased in both Europe

and Japan. We exited our position in Given at $1 4.81 .

Sirona Dental Systems

Sirona Dental Systems develops, manufactures and

markets dental equipment. I t is the world leader in

dental technology. We bought the stock in July at

$44.7. We were attracted to Sirona’s high return on

capital of 1 3.1 %, a ratio that has been steadily growing

over the last few years. We like Sirona’s strong

competitive advantage in the digital dental restoration

and imaging space with its special ized l ine of product

such as the CAD/CAM. In August, Sirona unveiled a

new product in the imaging space called the Omnicam

in the US, Europe and Austral ia. I t provided significant

benefits such as being powder free, streaming in ful l

colour 3D, and being able to record both 2D and 3D

data. Market reaction to the release is extremely

positive, with the stock being up 20% since the

release. While being positive on the Omnicam, we did

note that Sirona wil l earn a lower margin on the

Omnicam than previous models and it wil l take

approximately 6 months to fi l l the global distribution

channels. One of the competitors, Glidewell , has

recently acquired IOS which provides a low cost

alternative to the Omnicam at $40,000 per machine.

This represents a risk to Sirona, especial ly as we

believe in a structural change in the healthcare

industry to focus more on cost saving. We exited our

position in Sirona at $58.31 .

Teva Pharmaceuticals

Teva is a world leader generics manufacturer based in

Israel. I ts core generics business represents 1 /5 of al l

US prescriptions and is 52% of Teva’s revenue. I ts

branded division includes drugs such as Copaxane

(treatment for MS) and company Cephalon, which has

exposures to oncology, pain and the central nervous

system. We like Teva as they have continued to

demonstrate cost leadership in the generics space

through distribution and manufacturing advantages.

Teva is one of three companies that can produce

biosimilars and it is the first company to have a

biosimilar (Neutroval) approved for sale in the US. This

bodes well for Teva as the pharmaceutical industry

undergoes the patent cl iff. We also believe that the

market is over-pessimistic on Copaxone’s patent

expiration, which won’t happen unti l Sept 201 5, as we

believe there wil l be l imited competition due to the

complexity of manufacturing Copaxone. Thirdly, at

current valuations the market is placing no value on

Teva’s pipel ine, which has 40 drugs in phase I I I cl inical

trials. Teva’s expertise in biosimilars also represents a

growth opportunity as the next generation of generics.

Based on the recent Copaxone rul ing on June 24th,

the courts may block generic version of Copaxone

from entering the market unti l 201 5 and this gives

Teva time to develop their newer version. We added to

our position in September to average our cost at

$49.61 .

TSO3

TSO3 is a Quebec based company that produces low

temperature steri l izer for heat-sensitive medical

devices. I ts steri l izer, which is ozone and hydrogen

peroxide based, is superior to al l existing technology in

terms of capacity, compatibi l ity, cost and safety. The

company is currently fi l ing its device for FDA approval.

The company had passed the 1 80 FDA days limit, and

had to resubmit its document in Apri l . At current prices,

the market is pricing in a 45% - 55% probabil ity of

approval. However, we think that while the delay is

unfortunate it shouldn’t be interpreted a negative sign.

First, TSO3 already sells its machine worldwide

(outside of the US), with about 2250 steri l izers

demanded annually. Second, given that TSO3 is a

small company, it cannot finish its tests within the

allotted 1 80 FDA days. The FDA is understaffed and

TSO3 is possibly neglected as it is l ikely not a priority

for the FDA. The market was also spooked by the
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company’s termination of its agreement with 3M.

However, we note that TSO3 exercised its right to

terminate, and signed an agreement with Getinge right

away. This should be interpreted positively as it shows

there is confidence in the company’s product and

approval. We also l ike the partnership with Getinge

more so than 3M, as Getinge is the global market

leader in steri l ization and disinfection. Getinge’s

partnership can pave the road for an eventual strategic

acquisition that would al low for geographic expansion

and access to new technology. We added to our

position in TSO3 to an average cost per share of

$1 .32.

Bauer Performance Sports

Bauer Performance Sports is a Quebec based

company that designs, develops, manufactures and

markets sports equipment for hockey, lacrosse and its

related apparel and accessories. The company was

founded in 1 927, sold to Nike in 1 995 and later

purchased by Kohlberg in 2008 and fi led for IPO in

201 1 . Being the hockey nation, we recognize that

Bauer is the market leader in hockey equipment.

Despite the market perception of a stagnating hockey

industry in Canada, we think Bauer wil l generate

growth through its strategy of expanding into the

lacrosse segment, which is growing by 1 0% annually,

and through expanding into the apparel business

which has higher margins. Additional upside includes

the possible successful bid for the NHL contract, which

Addidas currently holds. The recent acquisition of

Cascades helmet reinforced our lacrosse thesis as

Cascade represents 85% of the lacrosse helmet

market, and offers a complimentary suite of products

to Maverick (Bauer’s lacrosse stick label). This places

Bauer as the one stop shop for lacrosse equipment,

which is growing at 1 0% annually. Despite its market

leadership and growth opportunities, Bauer trades at a

discount to its peers and to the consumer discretionary

industry as a whole. We felt comfortable adding to our

position in Bauer to arrive at an average cost per

share of $9.83.

Fund Update

We welcomed 1 2 new junior student-analysts to the

fund this semester. We started off the year official ly

with a bootcamp training retreat in the Laurentians in

Quebec. But unofficial ly, our new analysts had already

been preparing during the summer. Each junior is

grouped into a different sector, in which they are

mentored by a more experienced senior analyst.

Again, we are reminded of your generous investment

in the fund and your continuous support of the

program.

Thank-you

Ivan Di
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Fixed Income Fund Performance Overview: as of November 30, 201 2

While on Main Street the story of the presidential

election is over, Wall Street is left with a

cliffhanger6

November was a volati le month as the U.S presidential

election dominated headlines. An Obama victory was

believed to be priced into the market as just prior to

election day U.K bookies had 1 -5 odds that the

democrats would be successful. I t was known weeks

before that an Obama victory would be positive for the

bond market and commodities and negative for the

stock market. The after effect of presidential results is

the biggest testament to the fact that markets are

indeed inefficient. The Obama win sent equity markets

plunging and bond markets ral lying even though odds

on an Obama victory were so high. One would expect

the market to have already priced in the negative

sentiment surrounding an Obama victory but this was

not the case and the S&P 500 had one of its worst

days of 201 2.

Post-election the markets switched focus from Obama

vs. Romney to the impending fiscal cl iff and

subsequent American debt ceil ing. The House of

Representatives remains under the control of

Republicans while the Senate and obviously the

presidency under Democrat control. Markets are

rightful ly worried of a summer 201 0 repeat with a stal l

in discussions and a sharp rise in volati l i ty. Currently

investors appear to be on the fence as to whether

Democrats and Republicans actual ly have it in them to

come together and resolve these long avoided issues.

The big question is can the Republicans and

Democrats get along? With elections in the rear-view

Figure 1 : Public Interest in the Fiscal Cliff

Figure 2: Markets are pricing in a more dovish Bank of
Canada

Source: JP Morgan and Google Trends

Source: Bloomberg
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mirror and certain intolerance in the American

population for another lame-duck congress, the most

l ikely scenario is that a resolution is reached before

the end of the year. History dictates that emotions do

sometimes get the best of politicians although both

sides seem to understand the implications of

continual ly kicking the deficit can down the road and

should ultimately reach a consensus.

While America has been at the center of headline risk

this month, Greece also added to volati l i ty as the

country continues to struggle with their large debt

burden and persistent budget deficit. Markets weren’t

sure whether or not Greece would be granted

additional funds to cover debt coming due in the next

couple of months and sti l l worry that Greece is not

committed to their deficit reduction plan. Greece is the

annoying friend who shows up every once in a while

and who nobody really l ikes but sti l l talks to because it

would be mean not to. Greece wil l be getting a $56.8

bil l ion bailout, which should keep the country al ive for

at least another year. Unemployment remains at 25%

although the country has pledged to bring debt down

from 1 90% to 1 24% of GDP which wil l probably not

happen. Greece wil l continue to receive aid as the

ECB is already too heavily invested to let the country

fai l . Over the coming year Greece wil l become less

and less of an issue as the market gets used to the

fact that the troika is only bluffing with their hesitation

to grant Greece the aid it needs.

Mark Carney was recently announced to be leaving his

role as the Governor of the Bank of Canada to join the

Bank of England on July 1 , 201 3. The news was

abrupt and surprising as this was the first time ever

that a non-Briton was elected as the governor of the

Bank of England. This wil l have implications for the

Canadian bond market as has already been seen on

the first day of the announcement. Yields ral l ied as

Carney has been bias towards hawkish monetary

policies over his tenure and thus the perception is that

his successor wil l lean towards a more dovish

monetary policy. Should we see this happen then it

might be a good time to increase duration in the

Canadian market. The impact in our view wil l most

l ikely be mute as there is a large probabil ity that

Carney’s successor continues with the same policies

that helped make Canada’s economy one of the most

resil ient over the past several years.

Duration Overview6

We continue to remain short duration on the fund vs.

our benchmark. Rates wil l most l ikely be range bound

over the next year as opposing forces wil l be exerting

themselves on investor confidence. On one hand we

have the strengthening American economy with

improving employment numbers and a reviving

housing market. Inflation expectations are also

believed to be underpriced on the long end of both the

USD and CAD government curves. Desautels Capital

Management is confident in remaining short duration

with continued money printing around the world and

the exponential ly growing supply of money in the U.S

along with a secular rise in commodity prices affecting

Canadian inflation. That being said rates are anchored

on the short end with a less than 1 0% chance of a rise

in the fed funds rate currently being priced in as seen

through fed funds futures. The Bank of Canada

overnight rate is expected to remain at 1 % through

201 3 with a possible rate increase in early 201 4. Due

to this short term constraint on rates the fund has

sl ightly increased duration by adding a 1 0 year Alberta

provincial bond. Our current duration is 4 years vs. 5.6

for our blended benchmark.

Credit View6

Spreads in both the high yield and investment grade

sector have widened out sl ightly over the past month

due to the volati l i ty of the U.S presidential election, the

upcoming fiscal cl iff, and uncertainty in Greece. Dri l l ing

down into corporate fundamentals, a recent fixed

income report from J.P. Morgan states that Q4 201 2 is

the first time since the 2008 financial crises where

corporate credit metrics are deteriorating. Declining

interest coverage ratio and free cash flow to debt, and

increasing Debt to EBITDA are all worrying in the eyes

of bond investors. The deterioration has mainly been

due to declining EBITDA and increasing issuance of

debt in the low interest rate environment. The question
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is, what wil l drive spreads on corporate bonds over the

coming year? Wil l it be the perceived strong

fundamentals of these companies? In this case these

new developments would make the fixed income fund

decidedly bearish on credit. Or wil l i t be the hunger for

yield with government rates at such low levels? The

fixed income fund believes spreads wil l be driven by

both with the scale tipping in the favor of a hunger for

yield in the current low interest rate environment which

we expect to continue to play out over the coming year

as government rates remain range bound. I t is

important to note that the hunger for yield has been

artificial ly tightening spreads but this goes hand in

hand with low rates which as previously stated we

expect to trade within a range over the coming year.

And thus, these new developments make the fixed

income fund decidedly less bull ish on credit spreads

than in past months. Therefore, we wil l be focusing on

security selection with a predisposition towards less

risky credits. High Yield wil l be implicitly more driven

by the hunger for yield over the coming year and

therefore we plan on a continued near maximum

allocation towards the sector but again with a focus on

higher quality high yield credit.

A significant portion of investment grade corporate

exposure continues to be allocated towards financial

institution maple bonds. Our Bank of America 201 7,

Morgan Stanley 201 6 and Goldman Sachs 2022

bonds have all outperformed over the last months as

l iquidity eased in the interbank lending market and the

euro threat was once again stifled. Spreads continue

to remain attractive, hovering around +300 bps, which

in our view offers a great return for the amount of risk

being taken. Our investment in the CI Investments

201 6 bond performed well as the underlying positive

drivers of the company continue to produce solid cash

flows and above average coverage metrics. We wil l be

looking to opportunistical ly exit the position as the

bond approaches fair value and new opportunities

arise in other areas with the secular down trend in non-

bank mutual fund managers.

Provincial spreads are currently at attractive levels,

trading at about +1 00 bps for both Ontario and Quebec

1 0 years. As stated in the duration overview above, the

fund bought an Alberta 1 0 year bond back in late

October trading at +76 bps over the curve. The bond

has been close to spread neutral while al lowing us to

pick up positive carry over their Canadian government

counterparts.

Figure 3: Credit Spreads not reflecting deteriorating
metrics

Figure 4: Provincial Spreads trading at attractive levels

Figure 5: Financial Institution Bonds reaching fair value

Source: Bloomberg

Source: Bloomberg

Source: Bloomberg
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Top 1 5 Fund Holdings

Fixed Income Fund HoldingsGlobal Equity Fund Holdings

The fund information below is accurate as of November 30, 201 2

Additions to the team6

This semester we had Rami Karabibar, Simon Bibeau,

and Michaela Rachel joining our fund as new junior

analysts, bringing a fresh and diverse perspective to

the team. Seniors Simon Bouchard and Karolina

Kosciolek wil l be working with the juniors to ensure an

adequate transference of knowledge. The group is

very enthusiastic and looks forward to the upcoming

months of learning and alpha generation.

View for the upcoming year6

Over the next year my goal as fixed income strategist

is to outperform the benchmark while focusing on

capital preservation. Along with this I aim to ful ly

integrate junior students in to the fund and teach them

extensively about bond valuation and rate analysis. I

bel ieve that the goal of every new strategist should be

to make the fund sl ightly better each year and improve

the culture and procedures, al lowing for new leaders to

come in and build off of an already strong foundation.

This program is truly a unique learning opportunity for

my colleagues and me and I ’m sure I speak for al l of

them when I say thank you for your continued support.

Thank-you

Michael Commisso
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Contact information for members of our investment team is available below:

A Message from the Chief Investment Officer

This world-class program now attracts some of the brightest and most talented students from

around the world. I would l ike to take this chance to thank the many contributors who help make

all this possible. On behalf of Desautels Capital Management, I would l ike to thank everyone for

having confidence in us, and we look forward to another exciting new month!

Sincerely,

Kenneth Lester

Chief Investment Officer | Desautels Capital Management
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The Desautels Global Equity Fund and the Desautels Fixed Income Fund

(hereafter: the Desautels Funds), together with Desautels Capital Management

Inc. , have been established as a pedagogical venture in order to offer students

in the Investment Management Program in the Desautels Faculty of

Management at McGil l University some meaningful and realistic experience of

the investment management industry and of investment research and analysis

by working for Desautels Capital Management Inc.

All outstanding shares of Desautels Capital Management Inc. are owned by

McGil l University. Desautels Capital Management Inc. has a separately

constituted board of directors, al l of whom are independent from McGil l , and

constitutes a separate legal entity having responsibi l ity for its own affairs. The

role of McGil l University towards Desautels Capital Management Inc. is l imited

to the fol lowing activities: (i) appointing independent directors to Desautels

Capital Management Inc. ’s board of directors; and (i i) providing l imited financial

resources and support to Desautels Capital Management Inc. , such as office

space and allowing certain of its officers and employees to serve as officers of

Desautels Capital Management Inc. or to carry out certain other functions.

Neither McGil l University nor the Board of Governors of McGil l University has

the authority or power to act on behalf of Desautels Capital Management Inc. or

the Desautels Funds, or to incur any expenditures on behalf of Desautels

Capital Management Inc. or the Desautels Funds. Neither McGil l University nor

the Board of Governors of McGil l University shall be l iable for any debts or

obligations of Desautels Capital Management Inc. or the Desautels Funds.

McGil l University is not involved in the daily activities of Desautels Capital

Management Inc. , including making investment decisions, and therefore does

not take any responsibi l ity for Desautels Capital Management Inc. ’s activities.

More specifical ly, McGil l University has no liabi l ity under the Units, does not

guarantee or otherwise stand behind the Units nor does it guarantee

performance of the Desautels Funds. Any function or activity of Desautels

Capital Management Inc. carried out by individuals who are also officers or

employees of McGil l University is carried out exclusively in the name of

Desautels Capital Management Inc. and McGil l University shall have no liabi l ity

as a result thereof.

Neither the information nor any opinion expressed in this newsletter constitutes

an offer or an invitation to make an offer, to buy or sel l any securities or other

financial instrument or any derivative related to such securities or instruments

(e.g. options, futures, warrants, and contracts for differences). This newsletter

is not intended to provide personal investment advice and it does not take into

account the specific investment objectives, financial situation and the particular

needs of any specific person. Investors should seek financial advice regarding

the appropriateness of investing in financial instruments and implementing

investment strategies discussed or recommended in this newsletter and should

understand that statements regarding future prospects may not be realized.

Any decision to purchase or subscribe for securities in any offering must be

based solely on existing public information on such security or the information

in the prospectus or other offering document issued in connection with such

offering, and not on this newsletter.

Al l opinions, projections and estimates constitute the judgment of the author as

of the date of the newsletter and are subject to change without notice. Prices

also are subject to change without notice. Desautels Capital Management Inc.

is under no obligation to update this newsletter and readers should therefore

assume that Desautels Capital Management Inc. wil l not update any fact,

circumstance or opinion contained in this newsletter. Neither Desautels Capital

Management Inc. , nor any director, officer or employee of Desautels Capital

Management Inc. accepts any liabi l ity whatsoever for any direct, indirect or

consequential damages or losses arising from any use of this newsletter or its

contents and, in some cases, investors may lose their entire principal

investment. Past performance is not necessari ly a guide to future performance.

Levels and basis for taxation may change.




